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Abstract
There has been a vast amount of debate on the goto issue: i.e., the issue whether to use or not to
use the goto statement initiated by Dijkstra in his famous Letter to the Editor of CACM and his pro-
posal of ‘Structured Programming’. However, except for the goto-less programming style by Mills
based on theoretical results on the expressibility of control flow diagrams, there have hardly been
any scientific accounts on this issue from Dijkstra’s own viewpoint of the correctness of programs. In
this work, we reconsider this seemingly old-tired issue from the viewpoint of Hoare Logic, the most
well-known framework for correctness proof of programs. We show that, in two cases, the with-goto
programming styles are more suitable for proving correctness in Hoare Logic than the corresponding
without-goto ones; that is, in each of two cases, the without-goto style requires more complicated as-
sertions in the proof-outline than the with-goto one. The first case is on the use of the goto statement
for escaping from nested loops and the second case is on the use of the goto statement for expressing
state transitions in programming through the finite state machine model. Hence, in both cases, the use
of the goto statement can be justified from the viewpoint of the correctness proof in Hoare Logic.
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1. Introduction
The themes of this work are the so-called goto controversy and structured programming;
both are very classical and may seem to be too old-tired to most readers, and hence some
explanation is necessary why such classical themes have to be discussed now.
Our motivation for discussing these themes in the present work is that these themes, in
our opinion, have not been studied sufficiently along the direction which Dijkstra originally
expected; i.e., these themes have hardly been studied scientifically.
In order to clarify this point, we summarize the history on these themes. Both themes
firmly relate the issue of whether to use or not to use (and, if to use, how to use) the goto
statement. So, hereafter, we call this issue ‘the goto issue’ for short and this goto issue is
the theme of the present work. Note that, by the term ‘goto statement’ (or simply ‘goto’),
we mean any kind of jump, including limited ones, such as exit (in Ada) and break (in
C), but not including exception handling. This is because exception handling is far from a
simple jump and is a far more complicated (and powerful) language mechanism.
Needless to say, writing understandable programs is a very important issue in
programming methodology and software engineering. In his famous Letter to the Editor
of CACM [15], Dijkstra warned of the negative effects of the goto statement against the
understandability of programs. Consecutively, in his proposal of the concept of ‘Structured
Programming’ [16,17], he wrote (in [17, p. 41]) “the need for careful program structuring
has been put forward as a consequence of the requirement that program correctness can
be proved”. Here, Dijkstra clarified the criterion of good programs from rather ambiguous
and subjective ‘understandability’ to ‘easiness of correctness proof’ which is more suitable
for scientific analysis. It should be noted that, in his initial letter, Dijkstra already pointed
out that mechanical elimination of goto on the basis of Böhm and Jacopini’s work [9] is
useless in improving the understandability of programs.
Dijkstra’s letter caused the so-called goto controversy. The report “The GO TO
Controversy — Debate” [39] of a meeting held by ACM SIGPLAN tells us how important
the goto issue was in the study on programming methodology and software engineering
throughout the 1970s. How important the goto issue was at that time can also be understood
from the fact that anthologies [7,25,58–61] on programming methodology and/or on
software engineering published during the late 1970s and the early 1980s reprinted many
works on this issue.
As we can see from the papers in those anthologies, almost all opinions and works
appeared during the goto controversy were not studied with the measure on ‘easiness of
correctness proof’ which Dijkstra originally intended. Instead most of them were rather
intuitive and/or empirical; cf. a typical opinion in the case for goto was [32] and the one in
the case against goto was [64], and both were intuitive, empirical, and/or emotional.
A rarely exceptional work with theoretical accounts on the goto issue was the one
by Knuth [36], in which he proposed structured programming using goto statements. In
that paper, he showed several uses of gotos without sacrificing the understandability of
programs. Knuth also discussed extended control structures including the so-called n 12 loop
from the viewpoint of program verification and gave inference rules of Hoare Logic for
those extended control structures which are not popular in practically used programming
languages (but are constructible using gotos). This work of Knuth, however, still remained
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at a rather small scale, namely control structures in programming languages, and did not
address more macro scale patterns of uses of the goto statement to give better programming
styles in order to make correctness proofs easier.
Another exceptional study with clear theoretical background on the goto issue was
given by Mills and his colleagues in their series of works [40,41,43–45,47] which
later led to a software development method: namely, Cleanroom Software Engineering
[8,22,48,50,51,55].
Mills studied programming styles without goto and used the term ‘Structured
Programming’ in a quite different meaning from Dijkstra’s original intention: i.e., Mills
claimed
structured programming = goto-less programming.
Mills’ idea behind his claim was based on results about the expressibility of control flow
diagrams. That is, any control flow in sequential programs can be expressed with only three
basic control structures: sequencing, conditional and indefinite loop; hence any sequential
control flow can be expressed without goto statements. On the expressibility of control
flows, there are many theoretical works [2,12,13,37] aside from the work by Böhm and
Jacopini [9] mentioned earlier.
However, as we noted before, Dijkstra claimed that such theoretical results on the ex-
pressibility of control flows could not justify the elimination of goto for writing understand-
able programs. Therefore, when Mills and his colleagues regarded structured programming
as goto-less programming and proposed their software engineering development method,
Dijkstra’s own concept of ‘structured programming’ was drastically changed.
There are many scientific works on the goto statement as a programming languages
construct. We mention only a few representative works other than those on the
expressibility of control flows: on denotational semantics of goto, Strachey and Wadsworth
[56] invented the notion of continuation; on axiomatic semantics of goto, de Bruin [10] as
well as Clint and Hoare [11] gave the verification rule for goto in Hoare Logic.
Those scientific works, however, only address theoretical properties of the goto
statement itself. They do not directly give any insight for proper uses of goto for well
disciplined programming, which Dijkstra was interested in and also which we are going to
consider in the present work.
The above is a short historical survey of the goto controversy and structured
programming. As we can see from this survey, there have hardly been any studies on the
goto issue from the correctness proof viewpoint, i.e. from the viewpoint of programming
logics. This is the reason why we reconsider such classical topics of the goto controversy
and structured programming now.
In this work, we adopt Hoare Logic as the programming logic with which we investigate
the goto issue. Then, we show that, in two cases at least, programming styles with gotos can
have their correctness more naturally proved than those without gotos. One case is escaping
from nested loops. This is the case for which Dijkstra [15] originally claimed — although
Dijkstra carefully credited and attributed the originality of the claim to Hoare — that the
use of goto could be justified. The other case is for programs whose design is given as a fi-
nite state machine. Plauger [52] intuitively claimed that gotos were to be used for this case.
We will show that Hoare Logic can give scientific accounts to Plauger’s intuitive claim.
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{A} (∗ null statement ∗) {A} [Null]
{A[e/x]} x := e {A} [Assignment]
{A} S1 {B} {B} S2 {C}
{A} S1; S2 {C} [Sequencing]
{A ∧ (
i−1∧
k=1
¬bk ) ∧ bi } Si {B} (i = 1, . . . , n) {A ∧ (
n∧
k=1
¬bk )} Sn+1 {B}
{A} if b1 then S1 else if b2 then S2 . . . else if bn then Sn else Sn+1 {B} [Multi-If]
{A ∧ e = c1} S1 {B} . . . {A ∧ e = cn } Sn {B}
{A ∧ e ∈ {c1, . . . , cn}} case e of c1: S1; c2: S2; . . . ; cn : Sn end {B} [Case]
{A ∧ b} S {A}
{A}while b do S {A ∧ ¬b} [While]
{A} S {B}
{A} begin S end {B} [Grouping]
A′ ⊃ A {A} S {B} B ⊃ B′
{A′ } S {B′} [Consequence]
{B} goto L {⊥} |− {A} S1 {B} {B} goto L {⊥} |− {B} S2 {C}
{A} S1; L: S2 {C} [Goto]
Fig. 1. Axioms and inference rules of Hoare Logic.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 summarizes the system of Hoare
Logic for a fragment of Pascal in which all examples are described. Section 3 discusses the
first case, using goto in escaping from nested loops. We first discuss the theme on the basis
of the correctness proof of a pair of example programs with and without a goto, then the
discussion is generalized to the level of program schemes. Section 4 considers the latter
case, the use of goto in programming through the finite state machine model. Again, the
discussion starts with a concrete example after Plauger, then it is generalized to the one for
program schemes. Section 5 summarizes our results and gives some perspectives.
2. Hoare Logic for a fragment of Pascal
In this section, we summarize the programming language for presenting examples,
basically a fragment of Pascal, and axioms and inference rules of Hoare Logic [29] for
this language.
Fig. 1 is the system of Hoare Logic used in this paper. Language constructs used in this
paper are those in that figure. For the system of Hoare Logic of the (almost) full-set of
Pascal, readers may wish to consult the pioneering work by Hoare and Wirth [31].
Since most of the axioms and rules in Fig. 1 are well-known, we do not give any
accounts for them. For a general introduction to Hoare Logic, we refer to de Bakker’s
encyclopedic monograph [6]. Here we give only a few comments on some of those rules.
With respect to the [Multi-If] rule, the construct if else if . . . else if else is regarded as
nested two-way branching if statements in Pascal. In Fig. 1, however, this is regarded as
a single construct (like in Ada and Algol 68) and is directly given its own inference rule.
This deviation from Pascal is not essential but is useful for decreasing the number of lines
of proof-outlines. As regards the [Goto] rule which is due to Clint and Hoare [11], this rule
tells us a moral on using the goto statement. Premises of this rule
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{B}goto L {⊥} |− {A} S1 {B},
{B}goto L {⊥} |− {B} S2 {C}
means that when we prove Hoare triples {A} S1 {B}, {B} S2 {C} we can assume the triple
{B}goto L {⊥} whose precondition is the same as that of S2 to which this goto transfers
the control. So the moral of using the goto statement is:
Moral When we use a goto statement, we must clarify the precondition of the labelled
statement to which the goto jumps.
File input/output
In Pascal, the notion of file is rather complicated. It is not our intention to discuss
detailed correctness proofs of programs with Pascal’s file input/output. Hence, in order to
prevent such a non-essential complication, we define our notion of file and related concepts
in the rest of this section, then we use them throughout this work.
First, we define our notion of finite sequence (hereafter simply called ‘sequence’ for
brevity’s sake) and associated basic operations on sequences in order to avoid complication
due to the partiality of usual operations on sequences. Hereafter, D denotes the set of
elements of sequences. c, d, e are used to denote an element and r, s, t, u runs over the set
of all sequences. ε is the constant symbol denoting the empty sequence. eof is the constant
symbol for a special value which never appears in sequences: i.e., eof /∈ D. Note that the
constant symbol eof can be used in program codes in order to write conditional statements
for detecting the end of a file.
Decomposing operations for sequences are as follows: fst(s) and bwd(s) are the first
element and the remaining (backward) part of a sequence s, respectively; when s is
an empty sequence ε, fst(ε) def= eof and bwd(ε) def= ε; lst(s) and fwd(s) are the last element
and the forward part of s, respectively.
Operations for concatenating/constructing sequences are as follows: s :: t concatenates
two sequences s, t into one sequence; c ·: s constructs a sequence whose first element is c
and the backward part is s; s :· c gives a sequence with c as its last element s as its forward
part.
These basic operations for sequences can be used in writing assertions (but not in
program codes) and the functionalities of these operations are as follows:
fst, lst : D∗ → D ∪ {eof},
bwd, fwd : D∗ → D∗,
(_ :: _) : D∗ × D∗ → D∗,
(_ ·: _) : D × D∗ → D∗,
(_ :· _) : D∗ × D → D∗
where D∗ means the set of all finite sequences made from D.
Axioms for these operations are summarized in Fig. 2. In using these operations,
parentheses are omitted not only when associative laws in Fig. 2 allows omission but
also when they can be uniquely recovered from the functionality of these operations. For
example, “c ·: d ·: s” means not “(c ·: d) ·: s” but “c ·: (d ·: s)”. When we write “c ·: s” or
“s :· c”, c = eof must be satisfied due of the functionality of (_ ·:_) or (_ :·_). Hence, when
such an expression is used in an assertion, c = eof is not given explicitly.
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fst(ε) = eof = lst(ε),
bwd(ε) = ε = fwd(ε),
fst(c ·: t) = c = lst(t :· c),
bwd(c ·: t) = t = fwd(t :· c);
c ·: ε = ε :· c,
s :: ε = s = ε :: s,
c ·: s = ε = s :· c ;
(s :· c) :: t = s :: (c ·: t),
(c ·: s) :· d = c ·: (s :· d),
(s :: t) :: u = s :: (t :: u),
(s :: t) :· c = s :: (t :· c),
(c ·: s) :: t = c ·: (s :: t).
Fig. 2. Axioms for basic operations on sequences.
We now define our notion of file. A file f consists of two sequences fL and fR: i.e.,
f def= 〈 fL, fR〉. When f is an input file, fL is the part which have been read already and
fR is the part to be read from now on. When f is an output file, fL consists of values
already written and fR is always the empty sequence ε. These fL and fR cannot be used
in program codes and can appear only in assertions: that is, fL and fR are introduced as
specification variables.
Using this notion of file, we define our input/output procedures, get and put, with which
we describe example codes in Section 4.
The informal specification of the input procedure get is as follows. Let f be a file and
x be a variable. By the invocation get( f, x), the values of x , fL and fR become fst( fR),
fL :· fst( fR) and bwd( fR), respectively. When the whole of f has been read already (i.e.,
when fR = ε), the special value eof is assigned to the input variable x .
The informal specification of the output procedure put is as follows. Let f be a file and
e be an expression whose value is to be output. The invocation put( f, e) assigns ε to fR.
When the value of e is eof, the invocation terminates without adding any new element to
fL. When e = eof, the value of e is appended at the end of fL.
These input/output procedures can be defined as pseudocodes1 in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows
Hoare triples for these input/output procedures. It is easy to check that Hoare triples in
Fig. 4 are satisfied by pseudocodes in Fig. 3.
3. Case 1: Escaping from nested loops
In this section, we discuss a typical case usually programmed with the goto statement:
namely, escaping from nested loops. In fact, many programming languages support limited
jump mechanisms for this purpose, such as exit in Ada and break in C. This is also a very
1 Those are not real program codes but merely pseudocodes because fL and fR are not program variables but
specification ones and basic operations on sequences, allowed to appear only in assertions, are used.
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get( f, x) def= if fR = ε then
x := eof
else
begin
x := fst( fR);
fL := fL :· fst( fR);
fR := bwd( fR)
end
put( f, e) def= fR := ε;
if e = eof then
fL := fL :· e
Fig. 3. Pseudocodes for input/output procedures.
{ fR = ε ∧ P[eof/x] ∨ fR = ε ∧ Q[fst( fR)/x, ( fL :· fst( fR))/ fL, bwd( fR)/ fR]}
get( f, x)
{x = eof ∧ fR = ε ∧ P ∨ x = eof ∧ Q}
{e = eof ∧ P[ε/ fR] ∨ e = eof ∧ P[( fL :· e)/ fL, ε/ fR]}
put( f, e)
{P}
Fig. 4. Hoare triples for input/output procedures.
basic case for which, in his Letter [15], Dijkstra admitted the use of the goto statement to
be appropriate: “I remember having read the explicit recommendation to restrict the use of
the goto statement to alarm exits, . . .; presumably, it is made by C.A.R. Hoare”.
The purpose of this section is to give, on the basis of Hoare Logic, scientific accounts
to this empirically established programming style.
3.1. Example: Finding a 0-element in a two-dimensional array
We consider the following problem:
Example 1. Let a[1..m, 1..n] be a two-dimensional array. If there are 0-elements (elements
whose value is 0), then the pair of variables i and j must be assigned the lexicographically
minimal pair of indices of such 0-elements. Otherwise, i must be set a value greater
than m.
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1 i := 1;
2 while i ≤ m do
3 begin
4 j := 1;
5 while j ≤ n do
6 if a[i, j] = 0 then
7 goto 99
8 else
9 j := j + 1;
10 i := i+ 1
11 end;
12 99: (∗ the end of the program ∗)
Fig. 5. The with-goto program for searching a 0-element in a two-dimensional array.
1 i := 1;
2 nYF := true;
3 while i ≤ m and nYF do
4 begin
5 j := 1;
6 while j ≤ n and nYF do
7 if a[i, j] = 0 then
8 nYF := false
9 else
10 j := j+ 1;
11 if nYF then
12 i := i+ 1
13 end
Fig. 6. The without-goto program for searching a 0-element in a two-dimensional array.
A solution with the goto statement is given in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the program after
eliminating the goto by introducing a Boolean variable nYF. Their proof-outlines are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
The intuitive interpretation of predicate symbols and propositional constant symbols
used in those proof-outlines are as follows: NYF(k, l) means that no 0-element has been
found yet (i.e., Not Yet Found); MI(k, l) means that the pair of indices (k, l) is the
lexicographically minimum one satisfying a[k, l] = 0 (i.e., Minimal Indices); SZ means
that the array a has at least one 0-element (i.e., Somewhere Zero). These symbols satisfy
the axioms in Fig. 9.
There are applications of the [Consequence] rule in proof-outlines in Figs. 7 and 8.
For each application of [Consequence], we must show the validity of two implicational
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1 {}
2 {1 = 1}
3 i := 1
4 {i = 1}
5 {i = 1};
6 {NYF(i − 1, n)}
7 while i ≤ m do
8 {NYF(i − 1, n) ∧ i ≤ m}
9 begin
10 {NYF(i − 1, n) ∧ i ≤ m}
11 {NYF(i, 1 − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
12 j := 1
13 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
14 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m};
15 while j ≤ n do
16 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m ∧ j ≤ n}
17 if a[i, j] = 0 then
18 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m ∧ j ≤ n ∧ a[i, j] = 0}
19 {MI(i, j) ∨ ¬SZ ∧ i > m}
20 goto 99
21 {⊥}
22 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
23 else
24 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m ∧ j ≤ n ∧ ¬(a[i, j] = 0)}
25 {NYF(i, (j+ 1)− 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
26 j := j + 1
27 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
28 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
29 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
30 {NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m ∧ ¬(j ≤ n)};
31 {NYF((i + 1)− 1, n)}
32 i := i + 1
33 {NYF(i − 1, n)}
34 {NYF(i − 1, n)}
35 end
36 {NYF(i − 1, n)}
37 {NYF(i − 1, n) ∧ ¬(i ≤ m)}
38 {MI(i, j) ∨ ¬SZ ∧ i > m};
39 99: (∗ null statement ∗)
40 {MI(i, j) ∨ ¬SZ ∧ i > m}
Fig. 7. The complete proof-outline of the program in Fig. 5.
formulae (‘A′ ⊃ A’ and ‘B ⊃ B ′’ of this rule in Fig. 1). Showing the validity of each of
these two formulae is a proof obligation of an application of the [Consequence] rule.
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1 {}
2 {1 = 1}
3 i := 1
4 {i = 1}
5 {i = 1};
6 {true ∧ i = 1}
7 nYF := true
8 {nYF ∧ i = 1}
9 {nYF ∧ i = 1};
10 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)}
11 while i ≤ m and nYF do
12 {(¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)) ∧ i ≤ m and nYF}
13 {nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n) ∧ i ≤ m}
14 begin
15 {nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n) ∧ i ≤ m}
16 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, 1 − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
17 j := 1
18 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
19 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m};
20 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
21 while j ≤ n and nYF do
22 {(¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m) ∧ j ≤ n and nYF}
23 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m ∧ j ≤ n}
24 if a[i, j] = 0 then
25 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m ∧ j ≤ n ∧ a[i, j] = 0}
26 {¬false ∧ MI(i, j)}
27 nYF := false
28 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j)}
29 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
30 else
31 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m ∧ j ≤ n ∧ ¬(a[i, j] = 0)}
32 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, (j + 1)− 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
33 j := j + 1
34 {nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
35 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
36 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
37 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, j − 1) ∧ i ≤ m}
38 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, n) ∧ ¬(j ≤ n and nYF)}
39 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, n)};
40 if nYF then
41 {(¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i, n)) ∧ nYF}
42 {nYF ∧ NYF((i + 1)− 1, n)}
43 i := i + 1
44 {nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)}
45 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)}
46 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)}
47 end
48 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)}
49 {¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)}
50 {(¬nYF ∧ MI(i, j) ∨ nYF ∧ NYF(i − 1, n)) ∧ ¬(i ≤ m and nYF)}
51 {MI(i, j) ∨ ¬SZ ∧ i > m}
Fig. 8. The complete proof-outline of the program in Fig. 6.
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MI(i, j) ⇐⇒ NYF(i, j− 1) ∧ a[i, j] = 0 ∧ 1≤i≤m ∧ 1≤j≤n,
NYF(i, j) ⇐⇒ NYF(i, j− 1) ∧ a[i, j] = 0,
NYF(i, 0) ⇐⇒ NYF(i− 1, n),
¬SZ ⇐⇒ NYF(m, n).
Fig. 9. Axioms for predicates used in Figs. 7 and 8.
The axioms in Fig. 9 give sufficient properties to those symbols for proving proof
obligations of proof-outlines in Figs. 7 and 8. Hence we do not give any concrete definition
in a logical formula to each of those symbols.
Compared with the proof-outline in Fig. 7, the one in Fig. 8 looks much more
complicated. There are two reasons why those two proof-outlines appear so different from
each other.
(1) The loop invariant for the outer while loop is different: in Fig. 7 (with goto), it is a
simple formula NYF(i − 1, n); in Fig. 8 (without goto), it is ¬nYF∧MI(i, j)∨ nYF∧
NYF(i− 1, n).
(2) The number of applications of the [Consequence] rule is different: it is 6 in Fig. 7
while it is 10 in Fig. 8.
(1) causes (2); hence (1) is the essential point in the difference in appearance between
those two proof-outlines. We therefore must analyze point (1) more carefully.
The loop invariant for the outer loop in the without-goto program is the disjunction of
the following two formulae:
(a) the loop invariant for the corresponding loop in the with-goto program, NYF(i −1, n),
which holds in the case of no 0-element having been found yet, and
(b) MI(i, j) which holds in the case of a 0-element having been found
after tagged (i.e., conjuncted) with ¬nYF and nYF (namely, the value of the Boolean
variable nYF expressing which case holds), respectively.
This complication of the loop invariant for the outer loop in the without-goto program
causes the assertion for every statement (e.g., the loop invariant for the inner loop)
to be more complicated than that for the corresponding statement in the with-goto
program.
Intuitively speaking, in proving the without-goto program in Fig. 6, we must take care of
both cases, the 0-element-found case and the not-yet-found one, simultaneously for almost
all statements inside the outer loop. On the other hand, in asserting the corresponding
statements of the with-goto one in Fig. 5, we can forget the 0-element-found case except at
the goto statement. In other words, the with-goto program allows us to separate two cases
in asserting statements while we must be aware of both cases all the time in asserting the
without-goto one. This is the source of the difference between the two proof-outlines in
Figs. 7 and 8.
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1 while whCond1 do
2 begin
3 S1;
4 . . .
5 while whCondn+1 do
6 begin
7 Sn+1;
8 if ifCond then
9 goto L
10 else
11 Tn+1
12 end
13 . . . ;
14 T1
15 end;
16 U ;
17 L : (∗ null statement ∗)
Fig. 10. The program-scheme of nested loops escaped with a goto.
3.2. Program schemes
We now generalize the above example-based discussion on the goto issue in escaping
from nested loops to the level of program schemes. Before going into the discussion, we
define a term: a fresh Boolean variable (nYF in the above example) introduced to eliminate
goto is called a ‘flag variable’.
Fig. 10 is a program scheme with (n+1) nested loops escaped by a goto statement from
the innermost level. Note that each i -th level loop has the following form (1 ≤ i ≤ n):
while whCondi do
begin
Si ;
the (i + 1)-th level loop;
Ti
end
Fig. 11 is the corresponding scheme without any goto statement where f v is the flag
variable introduced to eliminate the goto. In this case, each i -th level loop has the following
form (1 ≤ i ≤ n):
while whCondi and f v do
begin
Si ;
the (i + 1)-th level loop;
if f v then
Ti
end
For metavariables, each of Si , Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1) and U denotes a sequential composition
of zero or more statements; each of whCondi (1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1) and ifCond runs over the set
of Boolean expressions; f v denotes a Boolean variable (flag variable).
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1 f v := true;
2 while whCond1 and f v do
3 begin
4 S1;
5 . . .
6 while whCondn+1 and f v do
7 begin
8 Sn+1;
9 if ifCond then
10 f v := false
11 else
12 Tn+1
13 end
14 . . . ;
15 if f v then
16 T1
17 end;
18 if f v then
19 U
Fig. 11. The program-scheme after eliminating the goto in Fig. 10.
Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we only discuss the case with one goto statement
for escaping from nested loops. It is not difficult, however, to generalize the result of this
section to deal with any number of escaping goto statements.
Suppose a program X as an instance of the with-goto program scheme in Fig. 10. Let
Pre and Post be its precondition and postcondition, respectively. Then the proof-outline
of X is an instance of the proof-outline scheme in Fig. 12. Whenever the program X is
correct with respect to these pre-/postconditions, there must be an intermediate assertion
P and loop invariants Invi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1), for which every Hoare triple in the proof-
outline in Fig. 12 is provable.
In that proof-outline, there are (2n + 5) proof obligations which are nontrivial (i.e.,
cannot be shown by simple logical calculation). They can be classified into two categories.
Proof obligations in the first category are on the validity of implicational formulae (for the
correctness of applications of the [Consequence] rule) and they are the validity of (“#n”
means the n-th line of the proof-outline):
(1) Pre ⊃ Inv1,
i.e., the implication from #1 to #2;
(2) P ∧ ifCond ⊃ Post,
i.e., the implication from #18 to #19.
Proof obligations in the second category are on the provability of Hoare triples and they
are to prove:
(3i ) {Invi ∧ whCondi } Si {Invi+1} (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
e.g., the Hoare triple in #6–8 (i = 1);
(4i ) {Invi+1 ∧ ¬whCondi+1} Ti {Invi } (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
e.g., the Hoare triple in #32–34 (i = 1);
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1 {Pre}
2 {Inv1}
3 while whCond1 do
4 {Inv1 ∧ whCond1}
5 begin
6 {Inv1 ∧ whCond1}
7 S1
8 {Inv2};
9 . . .
10
{
Invn+1 ;
}
11 while whCondn+1 do
12
{
Invn+1 ∧ whCondn+1
}
13 begin
14
{
Invn+1 ∧ whCondn+1
};
15 Sn+1
16 {P};
17 if ifCond then
18 {P ∧ ifCond}
19 {Post}
20 goto L
21 {⊥}
22
{
Invn+1
}
23 else
24 {P ∧ ¬ifCond}
25 Tn+1
26
{
Invn+1
}
27
{
Invn+1
}
28 end
29
{
Invn+1
}
30
{
Invn+1 ∧ ¬whCondn+1
};
31 . . .
32 {Inv2 ∧ ¬whCond2};
33 T1
34 {Inv1}
35 end
36 {Inv1}
37 {Inv1 ∧ ¬whCond1}
38 {Inv1 ∧ ¬whCond1};
39 U
40 {Post};
41 L: (∗ null statement ∗)
42 {Post}
Fig. 12. The proof-outline for the program-scheme in Fig. 10.
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(5) {Invn+1 ∧ whCondn+1} Sn+1 {P},
i.e., the Hoare triple in #14–16;
(6) {P ∧ ¬ifCond} Tn+1 {Invn+1},
i.e., the Hoare triple in #24–26;
(7) {Inv1 ∧ ¬whCond1}U {Post},
i.e., the Hoare triple in #38–40.
Now suppose the corresponding goto-eliminated program Y as an instance of the
without-goto program scheme in Fig. 11. Its proof-outline is an instance of the one shown
in Fig. 13. If the program Y is correct with respect to Pre and Post, all proof obligations in
Fig. 13 must be satisfied. They are:
(1′) Pre ⊃ (¬true ∧ Post ∨ true∧ Inv1),
i.e., the implication from #1 to #2;
(2′) ( f v ∧ P ∧ ifCond) ⊃ (¬false ∧ Post),
i.e., the implication from #27 to #28.
(3′i ) { f v ∧ Invi ∧ whCondi } Si { f v ∧ Invi+1} (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
e.g., the Hoare triple in #12–14 (i = 1);
(4′i ) { f v ∧ Invi+1 ∧ ¬whCondi+1} Ti { f v ∧ Invi } (1 ≤ i ≤ n),
e.g., the Hoare triple in #48–50 (i = 1);
(5′) { f v ∧ Invn+1 ∧ whCondn+1} Sn+1 { f v ∧ P},
i.e., the Hoare triple in #23–25;
(6′) { f v ∧ P ∧ ¬ifCond} Tn+1 { f v ∧ Invn+1},
i.e., the Hoare triple in #34–36;
(7′) { f v ∧ Inv1 ∧ ¬whCond1}U { f v ∧ Post},
i.e., the Hoare triple in #60–62.
Since the flag variable f v is chosen as a fresh variable, it does not occur in Si , Ti
(1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1), U , whCondi (1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1) or ifCond. We can therefore safely
assume that f v does not appear in Pre, Post, Invi (1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1) or P .
Each of proof obligation (1′) ∼ (7′) for Fig. 13 can easily be derived from the
corresponding one, (1) ∼ (7), for Fig. 12 as follows. As regards proof obligations on
logical formulae, it is clear that (1)⇐⇒ (1′) and (2) ⇒ (2′). On derivations of (k ′) from
(k) (k = 3 ∼ 7), we note that the inference rule
{A} S {C} {B} S {D}
{A ∧ B} S {C ∧ D} ,
and the axiom (where A does not contain any variables which can be assigned a value in S)
{A} S {A}
are admissible [1]. With these, it is easily shown that (k) ⇒ (k ′) for each k = 3 ∼ 7.
The above paragraph means that proof obligations (1′) ∼ (7′) for the without-goto
program scheme in Fig. 11 are logically weaker than those, (1) ∼ (7), for the with-goto
program scheme in Fig. 10. In general, proving a logically weaker formula/triple is easier
than proving a stronger one.
The above difference on the logical strength between (k) and (k′) (k = 1 ∼ 7), however,
is merely superficial. This is simply due to our discussion being done on program schemes
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1 {Pre}
2 {¬true ∧ Post ∨ true ∧ Inv1}
3 f v := true
4 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1}
5 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1};
6 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1}
7 while whCond1 and f v do
8 {(¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1) ∧ (whCond1 and f v)}
9 {f v ∧ Inv1 ∧ whCond1}
10 begin
11 {f v ∧ Inv1 ∧ whCond1}
12 {f v ∧ Inv1 ∧ whCond1}
13 S1
14 {f v ∧ Inv2}
15 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv2};
16 . . .
17 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1 ;}
18 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1}
19 while whCondn+1 and f v do
20 {(¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1) ∧ (whCondn+1 and f v)}
21 {f v ∧ Invn+1 ∧ whCondn+1}
22 begin
23 {f v ∧ Invn+1 ∧ whCondn+1}
24 Sn+1
25 {f v ∧ P};
26 if ifCond then
27 {f v ∧ P ∧ ifCond}
28 {¬false ∧ Post}
29 f v := false
30 {¬f v∧ Post}
31 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1}
32 else
33 {f v ∧ P ∧ ¬ifCond}
34 {f v ∧ P ∧ ¬ifCond}
35 Tn+1
36 {f v ∧ Invn+1}
37 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1}
38 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1}
39 end
40 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1}
41 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1}
42 {(¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1) ∧ ¬(whCondn+1 and f v)}
43 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Invn+1 ∧ ¬whCondn+1};
44 . . .
45 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv2 ∧ ¬whCond2};
46 if f v then
47 {(¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv2 ∧ ¬whCond2) ∧ f v}
48 { f v ∧ Inv2 ∧ ¬whCond2}
49 T1
50 { f v ∧ Inv1}
51 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1}
52 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1}
53 end
54 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1}
55 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1}
56 {(¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1) ∧ ¬(whCond1 and f v)}
57 {¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1 ∧ ¬whCond1};
58 if f v then
59 {(¬f v ∧ Post ∨ f v ∧ Inv1 ∧ ¬whCond1) ∧ f v}
60 { f v ∧ Inv1 ∧ ¬whCond1}
61 U
62 { f v ∧ Post}
63 {Post}
64 {Post}
Fig. 13. The proof-outline for the goto-less program-scheme in Fig. 11.
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containing metavariables. In concrete programs (like those in Figs. 5 and 6), their proof
obligations have the same logical strength.
In the rest of this section, we show the last point. On (2) vs. (2′), note that f v does not
occur in P , Post or ifCond by the choice of the flag variable f v. Now, if (2′) is valid, then
(2′)[true/f v] must be true, too. The last formula is (true∧ P ∧ ifCond) ⊃ (¬false ∧ Post)
and this is clearly equivalent to (2). Hence (2′) ⇒ (2) is shown, and with (2) ⇒ (2′)
pointed out before, we get (2)⇐⇒ (2′).
On the equivalence between (k) and (k ′) (k = 3 ∼ 7), the following simple lemma is
enough.
Lemma 2. Let S be a statement, A and B be formulae, and v be a Boolean variable not
occurring in S, A or B. Then,
|− {v ∧ A} S {v ∧ B} ⇒ |− {A} S {B}.
Proof. Since {v ∧ A} S {v ∧ B} is provable, it is also provable when v = true. That is,
{(v ∧ A)[true/v]} S[true/v] {(v ∧ B)[true/v]} is provable, too. Since v does not occur in
S, A or B , S[true/v] ≡ S, (v∧ A)[true/v] ≡ v[true/v]∧ A[true/v] ≡ true∧ A ⇐⇒ A and
(v∧ B)[true/v] ≡ true∧ B ⇐⇒ B . By the [Consequence] rule, {A} S {B} is provable. 
Hence proof obligations (1) ∼ (7) for the with-goto program scheme are logically
equivalent to those, (1′) ∼ (7′), for the without-goto one.
Moreover, just like our observation on the concrete example shown in the last
subsection, the number of applications of the [Consequence] rule is larger and the loop
invariant for the outermost while loop in the proof-outline of the without-goto program
scheme is more complicated than that in the proof-outline (Fig. 12) of the with-goto
one.
Therefore, it is fair to say that, for deep exit from nested loops, using the goto statement
makes the correctness proof easier.
4. Case 2: Programming based on finite state machine modeling
In this section, the goto issue in the case of programming from a finite state machine
model is considered. We first consider the example after Plauger. Then, like in the last
section, we generalize the result to program schemes.
4.1. Example: Removing comments
We consider the following example originally given in Plauger’s essay [52, Essay 4].
Example 3. Read a text from the input file ifl and write it to the output file ofl after
removing every comment which starts with the begin-comment string "/*" and terminates
with the end-comment string "*/". Comments are not allowed to be nested; that is, the
string "/*" within a comment is regarded as a part of that comment. When the last
comment (if any) is incomplete (i.e., the end of file is encountered before the end-comment
string is found), then process that incomplete comment as if it is complete.
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Fig. 14. The state transition diagram for removing comments.
Fig. 14 is the state transition diagram as the result of modeling this problem as a finite
state machine.2
A program using a goto statement to express each state transition is shown in Fig. 15.
Fig. 16 gives a without-goto one by introducing a fresh variable st whose type is
an enumeration type (with enumeration constants representing ‘states’: NotInComment,
SeenSlash, InComment and SeenStar), a while loop, and a case statement. We call such a
newly introduced variable for recording the current state a state variable.
Note that, in order to minimize the difference in appearance between two programming
styles due to syntactic restrictions of Pascal, the with-goto program in Fig. 15 has one
deviation from the standard syntax of Pascal and also has two superfluous constructs:
namely,
2 This diagram and the program codes in Figs. 15 and 16 are essentially those given in Plauger’s essay after
making a few corrections in order to fix flaws in Plauger’s original ones (we also translated the programs into
Pascal). The flaws in his diagram and programs, however, are insignificant. What is important is his idea: namely,
to use the goto statement is more suitable than not to use them in such a programming situation.
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1 goto NotInComment;
2 NotInComment:
3 begin
4 get(ifl, c);
5 if c= eof then
6 goto EndText
7 else if c= ’/’ then
8 goto SeenSlash
9 else
10 begin
11 put(ofl, c);
12 goto NotInComment
13 end
14 end;
15 SeenSlash:
16 begin
17 get(ifl, c);
18 if c= eof then
19 begin
20 put(ofl, ’/’);
21 goto EndText
22 end
23 else if c= ’/’ then
24 begin
25 put(ofl, ’/’);
26 goto SeenSlash
27 end
28 else if c= ’*’ then
29 goto InComment
30 else
31 begin
32 put(ofl, ’/’);
33 put(ofl, c);
34 goto NotInComment
35 end
36 end;
37 InComment:
38 begin
39 get(ifl, c);
40 if c= eof then
41 goto EndText
42 else if c= ’*’ then
43 goto SeenStar
44 else
45 goto InComment
46 end;
47 SeenStar:
48 begin
49 get(ifl, c);
50 if c= eof then
51 goto EndText
52 else if c= ’*’ then
53 goto SeenStar
54 else if c= ’/’ then
55 goto NotInComment
56 else
57 goto InComment
58 end;
59 EndText:
60 (∗ null statement ∗)
Fig. 15. A program for removing comments (with goto).
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1 st := NotInComment;
2 while st <> EndText do
3 case st of
4 NotInComment:
5 begin
6 get(ifl, c);
7 if c= eof then
8 st := EndText
9 else if c= ’/’ then
10 st := SeenSlash
11 else
12 begin
13 put(ofl, c);
14 st := NotInComment
15 end
16 end;
17 SeenSlash:
18 begin
19 get(ifl, c);
20 if c= eof then
21 begin
22 put(ofl, ’/’);
23 st := EndText
24 end
25 else if c= ’/’ then
26 begin
27 put(ofl, ’/’);
28 st := SeenSlash
29 end
30 else if c= ’*’ then
31 st := InComment
32 else
33 begin
34 put(ofl, ’/’);
35 put(ofl, c);
36 st := NotInComment
37 end
38 end;
39 InComment:
40 begin
41 get(ifl, c);
42 if c= eof then
43 st := EndText
44 else if c= ’*’ then
45 st := SeenStar
46 else
47 st := InComment
48 end;
49 SeenStar:
50 begin
51 get(ifl, c);
52 if c= eof then
53 st := EndText
54 else if c= ’*’ then
55 st := SeenStar
56 else if c= ’/’ then
57 st := NotInComment
58 else
59 st := InComment
60 end
61 end
Fig. 16. A program for removing comments (without goto).
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(a) an identifier is used as the statement label representing each state because, in the
without-goto program in Fig. 16, each state is expressed by an enumeration literal
which is an identifier;
(b) for each state, a superfluous pair of begin and end is used to group statements of that
state into single statement because each case branch of a case statement (used in the
without-goto program) in Pascal must be single statement;
(c) a superfluous goto statement, “goto NotInComment”, jumping to the initial state is
added because the program in Fig. 16 needs to explicitly specify the initial by the
assignment statement “st := NotInComment”.
After these ‘corrections’ to the with-goto program, the remaining differences between
two programs are as follows:
(1) each goto statement representing a state transition in Fig. 15 is replaced by an
assignment statement to the state variable st in Fig. 16;
(2) the fact that repetitive state transitions are necessary to reach the final state is implicit
in the with-goto program while it is explicitly expressed with a while loop in the
without-goto program;
(3) in the with-goto program, the processing part for each state is automatically selected
by jumping to the label at the first statement by a goto statement while an explicit
selection by the case statement is necessary in the without-goto program.
Plauger claimed that these differences are insufficient to rationalize the introduction
of a while loop and a case selection. He also argued that the with-goto program is more
readable than the without-goto one.
Readability (or understandability) is rather a subjective measure, so we now compare
these two programs from the viewpoint of Hoare Logic by analyzing their correctness
proofs.
The precondition, Pre, of the removing comment problem is:
iflL = ε ∧ oflL = ε ∧ iflL :: iflR = whole,
which expresses that nothing has been read from the input file ifl yet and nothing has been
written to the output file ofl when the program is to start. The specification variable ‘whole’
is introduced to keep the initial (and whole) contents of the input file.
The postcondition, Post, of this problem is:
iflL = whole ∧ iflR = ε ∧ CommentRemoved(oflL,whole),
which means that the input file has been completely read already and what has been written
(i.e., oflL) is the text in which all comments are removed from whole.
In order to prove the correctness of a program modeled as a finite state machine, it is
clearly imperative that the precondition of each state (i.e., under what condition the state
can be entered) must be clarified.
In the case of the with-goto program in Fig. 15, this clarification of the precondition of
each state just corresponds to the clarification of the precondition of each label representing
that state. This exactly fits the moral on the use of the goto as we pointed out in Section 2.
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Pre def= iflL = ε ∧ oflL = ε ∧ FileInv,
Post def= iflL = whole ∧ iflR = ε
∧ CommentRemoved(oflL,whole);
CommentRemoved(t, s) def= Removed(t, s, ε);
PreNotInComment def= NotInCommentAux(oflL, iflL),
NotInCommentAux(t, s) def= iflR = ε ∧ Removed(t, s, iflR) ∧ FileInv
∨ iflR = ε ∧ SlashOrNot(t, s, bwd(iflR), fst(iflR))
∧ FileInv′,
SlashOrNot(t, s, r, c) def= c = ’/’ ∧ SlashAdded(t :· c, s :· c, r)
∨ c = ’/’ ∧ Removed(t :· c, s :· c, r);
PreSeenSlash def= SlashAux(oflL, iflL),
SlashAux(t, s) def= iflR = ε ∧ SlashAdded(t :· ’/’, s, iflR) ∧ FileInv
∨ iflR = ε
∧ SlashStarOrOther(t :· ’/’, s, bwd(iflR), fst(iflR))
∧ FileInv′,
SlashStarOrOther(t, s, r, c) def= c = ’/’ ∧ SlashAdded(t :· c, s :· c, r)
∨ c = ’*’ ∧ Skipping(fwd(t), s :· c, r)
∨ c /∈ {’/’, ’*’} ∧ Removed(t :· c, s :· c, r);
PreInComment def= InCommentAux(oflL, iflL),
InCommentAux(t, s) def= iflR = ε ∧ Skipping(t, s, iflR) ∧ FileInv
∨ iflR = ε ∧ StarOrNot(t, s, bwd(iflR), fst(iflR))
∧ FileInv′,
StarOrNot(t, s, r, c) def= c = ’*’ ∧ StarAdded(t, s :· c, r)
∨ c = ’*’ ∧ Skipping(t, s :· c, r);
PreSeenStar def= StarAux(oflL, iflL),
StarAux(t, s) def= iflR = ε ∧ Removed(t, s) ∧ FileInv
∨ iflR = ε ∧ StarSlashOrOther(t, s, bwd(iflR), fst(iflR))
∧ FileInv′,
StarSlashOrOther(t, s, r, c) def= c = ’*’ ∧ StarAdded(t, s :· c, r)
∨ c = ’/’ ∧ Removed(t, s :· c, r)
∨ c /∈ {’*’, ’/’} ∧ Skipping(t, s :· c, r);
FileInv def= iflL :: iflR = whole,
FileInv′ def= (iflL :· fst(iflR)) :: bwd(iflR) = whole.
Fig. 17. Pre-/postconditions of the program, preconditions of state and their auxiliary predicates.
Preconditions of all states and related auxiliary predicates are summarized in Fig. 17.
The axioms satisfied by auxiliary predicates whose definition is not shown there
are axiomatically defined in Fig. 18. Intuitively speaking, these axioms simulate state
transitions at the level of logic. We therefore call those predicates ‘state transition
predicates’. These axioms are enough to show proof obligations in proof-outlines of those
two programs; hence we do not give a concrete definition with a logical formula to each
state transition predicate.
Every state transition predicate takes three arguments. For example, Removed(t, s, r)
intuitively means that the target string t is the string in which all comments are removed
from the source string s under the context of the rest string r . The reason why the third
argument r is necessary is that, for example, it is not possible to judge whether the current
character ’/’ is just the first character of the begin-comment string "/*" or not without
consulting the rest string r as the context.
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Removed(ε, ε, r),
Removed(t, s, c ·: r) ∧ c = ’/’ ⇒ Removed(t :· c, s :· c, r),
Removed(t, s, ’/’ ·: r) ⇒ SlashAdded(t :· ’/’, s :· ’/’, r),
SlashAdded(t :· ’/’, s :· ’/’, ε) ⇒ Removed(t :· ’/’, s :· ’/’, ε),
SlashAdded(t :· ’/’, s :· ’/’, c ·: r) ∧ c = ’/’ ∧ c = ’*’ ⇒ Removed(t :· ’/’ :· c, s :· ’/’ :· c, r),
SlashAdded(t :· ’/’, s :· ’/’, ’/’ ·: r) ⇒ SlashAdded(t :· ’/’ :· ’/’, s :· ’/’ :· ’/’, r),
SlashAdded(t :· ’/’, s :· ’/’, ’*’ ·: r) ⇒ Skipping(t, s :: "/*", r),
Skipping(t, s :: "/*" :: u, ε) ⇒ Removed(t, s :: "/*" :: u, ε),
Skipping(t, s :: "/*" :: u, c ·: r) ∧ c = ’*’ ⇒ Skipping(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· c, r),
Skipping(t, s :: "/*" :: u, ’*’ ·: r) ⇒ StarAdded(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’, r),
StarAdded(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’, ε) ⇒ Removed(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’, ε),
StarAdded(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’, c ·: r) ∧ c = ’*’ ∧ c = ’/’ ⇒ Skipping(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’ :· c, r),
StarAdded(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’, ’*’ ·: r) ⇒ StarAdded(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’ :· ’*’, r),
StarAdded(t, s :: "/*" :: u :· ’*’, ’/’ ·: r) ⇒ Removed(t, s :: "/*" :: u :: "*/", r).
Fig. 18. Axioms for state transition predicates.
The part for the state NotInComment of the proof-outline for the with-goto program is
shown in Fig. 19. The proof-outline for other states can be constructed similarly.
Note that, in this proof-outline, the phrase ‘the precondition of the textually following
state’ is used in several assertions. This phrase is to express the fact that those assertions
are locally insignificant, where ‘locally’ means that ‘considering the part for the state
NotInComment alone’. According to the particular ordering of states in Fig. 15, the state
NotInComment is followed by SeenSlash; hence this phrase means PreSeenSlash, the
precondition of SeenSlash.
The above paragraph means the following important nature of the correctness proof
of the with-goto program designed by a finite state machine model: after clarifying the
preconditions of states, we can prove the correctness of the with-goto program state by
state; i.e., the correctness of each state can be proved independently.
On the other hand, in order to construct the proof-outline of the without-goto program,
the loop invariant for the while loop must be found, but there is no way to determine
this loop invariant in the top-down (outside-in) manner because there is only one
assignment statement around the while loop and this statement cannot sufficiently restrict
the precondition (i.e., the loop invariant) of the while loop.
We therefore must find the loop invariant in the bottom-up manner, i.e., from the
precondition of the loop body. The loop body is a case statement; hence its precondition
must be determined by preconditions of all case-branches, i.e., preconditions of all states.
Thus, we obtain the loop invariant as follows:
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1 {PreNotInComment}
2 NotInComment:
3 begin
4 {PreNotInComment}
5 get(ifl, c)
6


c= eof ∧ iflR = ε ∧ Removed(oflL, iflL, iflR) ∧ FileInv
∨ c = eof ∧
(
c = ’/’ ∧ SlashAdded(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
∨ c = ’/’ ∧ Removed(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
)
∧ FileInv


;
7 if c = eof then
8




c= eof ∧ iflR = ε ∧ Removed(oflL, iflL, iflR) ∧ FileInv
∨ c = eof ∧
(
c = ’/’ ∧ SlashAdded(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
∨ c = ’/’ ∧ Removed(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
)
∧ FileInv

 ∧ c= eof


9 {Post}
10 goto EndText
11 {⊥}
12 {the precondition of the textually following state}
13 else if c = ’/’ then
14




c= eof ∧ iflR = ε ∧ Removed(oflL, iflL, iflR) ∧ FileInv
∨ c = eof ∧
(
c = ’/’ ∧ SlashAdded(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
∨ c = ’/’ ∧ Removed(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
)
∧ FileInv

 ∧ ¬(c = eof) ∧ c = ’/’


15 {PreSeenSlash}
16 goto SeenSlash
17 {⊥}
18 {the precondition of the textually following state}
19 else
20




c= eof ∧ iflR = ε ∧ Removed(oflL, iflL, iflR) ∧ FileInv
∨ c = eof ∧
(
c = ’/’ ∧ SlashAdded(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
∨ c = ’/’ ∧ Removed(oflL :· c, iflL, iflR)
)
∧ FileInv

 ∧ ¬(c = eof) ∧ ¬(c = ’/’)


21 {c= eof ∧ NotInCommentAux(oflL, iflL) ∨ c = eof ∧ NotInCommentAux(oflL :· c, iflL)}
22 begin
23 {c= eof ∧ NotInCommentAux(oflL, iflL) ∨ c = eof ∧ NotInCommentAux(oflL :· c, iflL)}
24 put(ofl, c)
25 {PreNotInComment};
26 goto NotInComment
27 {⊥}
28 end
29 {⊥}
30 {the precondition of the textually following state}
31 {the precondition of the textually following state}
32 end
33 {the precondition of the textually following state}
Fig. 19. The proof-outline of the state NotInComment in Fig. 15.
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st = EndText ∧ Post
∨ st = NotInComment ∧ PreNotInComment
∨ st = SeenSlash ∧ PreSeenSlash
∨ st = InComment ∧ PreInComment
∨ st = SeenStar ∧ PreSeenStar
This loop invariant intuitively means that the current state is one of possible states, and
the precondition of that state holds. Hence this loop invariant carries hardly any useful
information for the correctness proof.
With this loop invariant, the proof-outline of the NotInComment state in the without-
goto program can be constructed as shown in Fig. 20.
The correspondence between this proof-outline and the one in Fig. 19 is clear, but the
assertions in the former are more complicated than those in the latter due to components
(of conjunction) for house-keeping the value of the state variable st.
As a summary, proving the with-goto program is simpler than proving the without-goto
program. At least, assertions for the former are simpler than the corresponding ones for the
latter. Even worse, there is no way (other than in the bottom-up manner) to find the loop
invariant of the while loop, which was introduced to structure the program.
Therefore, Plauger’s claim that state transitions should be expressed by the goto
statement in programming from a finite state machine model and the with-goto program is
more understandable than the without-goto one is scientifically and objectively supported
by Hoare Logic.
4.2. Program schemes
We now generalize the above discussion on the goto issue for the class of programs by
finite state machine modeling.
Fig. 21 shows both the with-goto program scheme and the without-goto one (with a
state variable sv) of the class of programs which read data from the input file infile into the
variable v. In those program schemes, 
1 is the initial state and 
n+1 is the final state. For
metavariables, 
i represents a state (i.e., a statement label in the with-goto scheme or an
enumeration constant in the without-goto one); condi, j is a Boolean expression; Fi, j is a
(possibly empty) sequential composition of statements.
The 
i -state part of the proof-outline for the with-goto program scheme is given in
Fig. 22. That for the without-goto one is shown in Fig. 23. Note that the precondition of
the final state, Pre
n+1, is just the postcondition of the whole program, Post.
The correspondence between those two proof-outlines is clear, but, as we observed
in Plauger’s example, the loop invariant of the ‘structured’ (without-goto) one is the
disjunction of every precondition (of each state), which is tagged (conjuncted) with an
equation showing which state the precondition is for. Again the proof-outline of the
‘structured’ scheme is forced to be more complicated in order to maintain such state
information.
Therefore, it can be said that, for programs designed with finite state machine modeling,
using the goto statement makes the correctness proof simpler.
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Fig. 20. The proof-outline of the state NotInComment in Fig. 16.
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(1) Expressing each state transition
as a goto statement
goto 
1;

1: S1;
...

n : Sn;

n+1: (∗ the Final State ∗)
where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ ji ≤ n + 1 and
Si ≡ begin
get(infile, v);
if condi,1 then
...
else if condi, j then
begin
Fi, j ;
goto 
 ji
end
.
..
end
(2) ‘Structured’ by introducing
a state variable sv
sv := 
1;
while sv <>
n+1 do
case sv of

1: T1;
.
..

n : Tn
end
where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ ji ≤ n + 1 and
Ti ≡ begin
get(infile, v);
if condi,1 then
...
else if condi, j then
begin
Fi, j ;
sv := 
 ji
end
.
..
end
Fig. 21. Program schemes based on finite state machine modeling (both with- and without-goto).
5. Conclusion — On programming styles from the program verification viewpoint
First of all, the result of the present work should not be sloppily quoted as “the goto
statement makes correctness proofs easier”. In fact, the [Goto] rule in Fig. 1 has a more
complicated form than other rules. The premises of this rule have to have the entailment
symbol ‘|−’ explicitly, and this fact means that this rule is technically more complicated
than other rules, and conceptually the presence of this rule makes the system of Hoare
Logic more difficult. Exactly speaking, in the presence of [Goto], Hoare triples as premises
or the conclusion of all other axioms/rules must have a hypothesis part (a finite collection
of Hoare triples). For example, the [Sequencing] rule in Fig. 1 should have been given as
Γ |− {A} S1 {B} Γ |− {B} S2 {C}
Γ |− {A} S1; S2 {C}
and the [Goto] rule should have been shown as
Γ , {B} goto L {⊥} |− {A} S1 {B} Γ , {B} goto L {⊥} |− {B} S2 {C}
Γ |− {A} S1; L: S2 {C}
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{Pre
i }
begin
{Pre
i }
get(infile, v)
{Q};
if condi,1 then
...
else if condi, j then{
Q ∧
(∧ j−1
k=1 ¬condi,k
)
∧ condi, j
}
begin{
Q ∧
(∧ j−1
k=1 ¬condi,k
)
∧ condi, j
}
Fi, j{
Pre
 ji
};{
Pre
 ji
}
goto 
 ji
{⊥}{
Pre
i+1
}
end{
Pre
i+1
}
...{
Pre
i+1
}
end{
Pre
i+1
}
Fig. 22. The proof-outline of Si for the state 
i in the with-goto program scheme.
where Γ is the hypothesis part and consists of a finite (possibly empty) collection of Hoare
triples. All other rules must be rewritten just like [Sequencing]. We also need structural
rules (weakening, exchange, contraction) for manipulating Hoare triples in the hypothesis
part just like in Gentzen’s sequent calculus. The reason why we presented the axioms and
rules as shown in Fig. 1 is that it is a well-accepted convention to shown only non-trivial
triples as hypotheses in the [Goto] rule and to omit other hypotheses. But omitting them is
merely a convention and the necessity of them becomes clear when we are going to fully
formalize our Hoare Logic system, say on a mechanical proof checker like Isabelle, HOL,
Coq, LF, . . . etc. In other words, when we admit the use of the goto statement and include
the [Goto] rule into our Hoare Logic system, we must raise the level of thinking from the
one on Hoare triples to the one on sequents (of Hoare triples).
Hence we should avoid such a complicated programming device as far as possible.
What we have shown in the present work is that such a technical difficulty of the goto
statement can, however, be paid in some programming situations by the simplification of
assertions.
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{(∨n+1
k=1 sv =
k ∧ Pre
k
)
∧ sv =
i
}
begin{(∨n+1
k=1 sv =
k ∧ Pre
k
)
∧ sv =
i
}
{Pre
i }
get(infile, v)
{Q}
{Q};
if condi,1 then
...
else if condi, j then{
Q ∧
(∧ j−1
k=1 ¬condi,k
)
∧ condi, j
}
begin{
Q ∧
(∧ j−1
k=1 ¬condi,k
)
∧ condi, j
}
Fi, j{
Pre
 ji
};{

 ji =
 ji ∧ Pre
 ji
}
sv := 
 ji{
sv=
 ji ∧ Pre
 ji
}
{∨n+1
k=1 sv =
k ∧ Pre
k
}
end{∨n+1
k=1 sv =
k ∧ Pre
k
}
...{∨n+1
k=1 sv =
k ∧ Pre
k
}
end{∨n+1
k=1 sv =
k ∧ Pre
k
}
Fig. 23. The proof-outline of Si for the state 
i in the without-goto program scheme.
We now return to the discussion on our results. In this work, we have shown that, in
two cases, the with-goto styles are simpler than the directly corresponding without-goto
ones from the viewpoint of the correctness proof in Hoare Logic. Cases which we have
discussed are on deep exit from nested loops and on state transitions in programs designed
through finite state machine modeling.
The common feature of both cases is that we have to introduce a new variable into
the without-goto style in order to eliminate goto statements: a flag variable in the case of
escaping from nested loops and a state variable in the case of state transitions.
This is the key why proof-outlines of the without-goto styles are more complicated than
those of the corresponding with-goto ones. The value of a program variable can be changed
dynamically; hence loop invariants of without-goto programs had to be of the form:
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∨
i
(variable = valuei ) ∧ conditioni
On the other hand, in the corresponding with-goto ones, the simple assertion, conditioni ,
is sufficient for each part where the value of variable is just valuei .
This phenomenon exactly reflects the very last sentences of [15] by Dijkstra: The
exercise to translate an arbitrary flow diagram more or less mechanically into a jumpless
one, however, is not to be recommended. Then the resulting flow diagram cannot be
expected to be more transparent than the original one.
Mills and his colleagues strongly pushed the goto-less programming style on the basis
of theoretical results on the expressibility of control flows. In particular, in their monograph
[41, Section 4.4.3], they give a ‘Structure Theorem’. Their proof of this theorem, however,
is just based on a mechanical transformation by introducing an integer variable whose
value represents which part of the original (maybe with-goto) program is now executing.
In fact, their transformation is just the source-to-source translation technique used in the
construction of a universal interpreter (e.g., [35, p. 59]) in computability theory.
Hence, when we prove the correctness of such a transformed program by Hoare Logic,
it is clear that the complication of assertions, just like observed in the present work, occurs.
To the results of this work, there may be a critique like “In general, if we start with a
program in one language LA, say Pascal with goto, and then mechanically translate it to
other languageLB , say Pascal without goto, then the resulting program becomes longer in
LB. In the cases in the present work, this mechanical translation introduces new variables
with assignments to them and test on them. If we use a mechanical translation scheme
inversely from LB to LA, then we must remove a Boolean variable (in the case of deep
exit) and the resulting program in LA becomes explosively longer than the original one in
LB. This means that the length of programs (and the length of assertions for them) depends
on the direction of translation”.
We agree with the last claim: i.e., the increase of the program length depends on the
direction of translation. The above critique partially applies to the first case on the deep
exit from nested loops. The without-goto program in Fig. 6 can be regarded as the resultant
of a mechanical translation of the with-goto one in Fig. 5. With respect to the program
schemes in Figs. 10 and 11, the same critique may hold. We now must take this critique
very seriously and discuss how it applies to our results.
Let us consider this critique on our first case. In this case, our main intension is to
show what the critique claims: i.e., the uselessness of such a mechanical translation from
the correctness proof viewpoint. Why do we criticize this fact in the present work? It
is because, although many programmers wisely use the with-goto style (Fig. 10) in this
case, such a mechanical translation is still widely accepted in industrial disciplines: i.e., a
nonnegligible number of real-world programmers still force themselves to write deep exits
in the without-goto style in Fig. 11.
This critique does not apply at all to the second case on programming from finite state
modeling. In this case, the translation should not be regarded as the one from the with-
goto program in Fig. 15 to the without-goto one in Fig. 16. Instead, the actual translation
is from the state transition diagram in Fig. 14 to each of those programs. In other words,
the translation in this case is a selection of the representing method for state transitions:
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either with goto statements or with a state variable and assignments. Hence, in this case,
those two programs are in the equal position: i.e., either one is not the translation from
the other. Our result shows that, from the correctness proof viewpoint, we should use goto
statements to represent state transitions.
Then a question arises why Mills and his colleagues insisted upon such a mechanical
elimination of goto statements despite Dijkstra’s clear warning as quoted above. Needless
to say, there might have been many reasons and some of them might be social or
philosophical. But one of the possible technical reasons is that they adopted the functional
equivalence on state transformations [41,47] as the criterion of their program verification.
As textbooks on denotational semantics (e.g., [57]) tell us, we can use the direct
semantics for programming languages without jumps (nor exceptions); i.e., we can
interpret a statement as a state transformer (endofunction on the set of states). When
we introduce jumps into our language, we must use the continuation semantics in which
a statement is interpreted as a continuation transformer. Since a continuation itself is a
function, the denotation of a statement becomes a higher-order function, for which is too
difficult for practitioners to have intuitive understanding, without which they cannot apply
verification techniques in their daily works.
Hence the functional equivalence on continuations are too difficult as a criterion of
program verification to be used by practitioners. As Mills’ group aimed to establish a
practical software development method, they had to stay within the direct semantics, which
cannot handle the goto statement.
Hoare Logic, however, is based on the notion of predicate (on states) which is first order,
just like that of a state transformer. If we adopt Hoare Logic as the base of the correctness
proof, we can verify with-goto programs at a reasonable technical cost.
If we could use fully automated program verifiers in daily work, the discussion in the
present work has no significance, but, in the current state of the art of program verification,
we almost always must find loop invariants by ourselves. Moreover, simple and easily
understandable loop invariants are undoubtedly very useful for making the maintenance of
programs easier.
On program verification, there are several industrially accepted approaches, which are
successfully applied to improve the reliability of commercial programs. Among others,
Design by Contract by Meyer [42] is based on a limited (runtime-checkable) class of
Hoare Logic. Mills and his colleague established Cleanroom Software Engineering whose
verification is informal (but possibly rigorous) and it is widely known that its application to
industrial software can decrease the number of bugs in programs by an order of magnitude
[22, Section 1.5].
Though there has not yet been established any engineering-level software development
method whose program verification process adopts full-scale Hoare Logic (or more
powerful programming logic), it is possible to replace the base of the verification process
of Cleanroom Software Engineering by Hoare Logic. Then, in such a development
process, the simplicity and the intuitive clarity of loop invariants (and other assertions) are
imperative and programming styles leading to such better loop invariants are undoubtedly
important in engineering disciplines.
When we wrote, in Section 1, that Dijkstra’s intention has hardly been studied with
scientific bases, we did not forget that there are many works on various versions
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of refinement calculi [3,49,54], program calculations [4,5,26,34] and other systematic
programming methods [27,28,53]. All of them are direct successors of Dijkstra’s own
approach [18–21] and/or are formalized variants of Wirth’s stepwise refinement [62,63]
which itself has its origin in Dijkstra’s structured programming.
It is clear that those formalized approaches to programming are very firmly based on
programming logics. A problem of those formalized approaches and the informal stepwise
refinement is that they force us to design programs in a top-down manner.
As Plauger points out in his essay, the program design method from finite state machine
modeling is essentially bottom-up. Needless to say, this design method is widely accepted
in industrial practice, and the light of programming logics should illuminate such a widely
accepted engineering method. Our present work is a trial of lighting that practical design
method with the most popular and classical programming logic, Hoare Logic.
Even though how designing and programming methods are important, they still are
not purposes but only means. The ultimate goal of software production is to obtain
easily quality-assurable (by correctness proofs) and easily understandable (so, easily
maintainable) programs. Hence we must understand what program structures satisfy such
nice properties with the light of programming logics. Gries [24] pointed out that the
notion of structured programming should be considered from the viewpoint of program
correctness. The present work is a trial of understanding structured programming along
this direction, though it does not provide any explicit programming method, which Dijkstra
stressed very much in his notes [17].
In the object-oriented paradigm, the idea of design pattern [23] has been highly praised,
but actually known design patterns have only poor logical properties as we can see in the
book [33] by Jézéquel and his colleagues. They tried to give contracts (in the sense of
Design by Contract) to design patterns but, unfortunately, their contracts have rather poor
logical contents.
As we discussed in [38], in order to establish science-based (truly mathematical)
software engineering, it is essential to understand the logical properties of macro structures
(design patterns, architectural styles, etc.) empirically found in real-world software.
Programming styles discussed in the present work are a class of such macro structures
in software. They are still at a rather small scale but, at the same time, exceed the scale of
programming language constructs.
Returning to the concrete cases discussed in our work, in the first case on escaping from
nested loops, most programmers wisely use the with-goto style. On the other hand, in the
second case on state transitions, many programmers may use the without-goto style, so
Plauger had to write his essay to warn against such a common tendency. Our results give
an affirmative account for the widely accepted programming style for the first case and a
negative account (or a science-based warning) for the one in the second case. Therefore
it is practically important and non-trivial to know what programming style is suitable for
proving correctness.
In object-oriented programming, the flexibility (against future modifications) of
programs seems to be regarded as the highest (or very high, at least) priority in
programming, while, unfortunately, the correctness proof viewpoint seems to be hardly
respected. We should return to the spirit of Dijkstra’s structured programming and should
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re-evaluate programming styles (and other macro-structures) with the measure of easiness
of the correctness proof.
This work is only an initial and exceedingly small step in this direction. It is clear
that many more studies are needed in analyzing programming styles (and other macro
structures found in software) from the viewpoint of programming logics to make software
engineering truly mathematical.
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